Play as a tank driver of the Allied team and drive the tank across active battle fields.
- Defeat each target to excel to the next level
- Play up to five levels
- Achieve the highest honor: Commander Hero

Features Include:
- NEW! High Definition display and graphics
- NEW! Auto-aim feature allows you to lock in your target for better accuracy
- NEW! Play with or against your friends by linking up to four Single units or two Twin units!
- Patented Airbag Motion Technology allows instant movement and feedback!
- Available Single or Double Player Models
- 3 Game Modes: Story, Battle, and Survival Mode
- Bonuses in every level: Power Ups, Extra Life, Power Rocket
- Player can choose from multiple tanks and turret gun selections
- Fun for the whole family; play over and over!

Allied Tank Attack (ATA) is the newest tank motion simulator from Injoy Motion. Set during World War II, this game gives players a realistic tank driving/shooting experience.

Story Mode
- Play as a tank driver of the Allied team and drive the tank across active battle fields.
- Defeat each target to excel to the next level
- Play up to five levels
- Achieve the highest honor: Commander Hero

Battle Mode
- Players can unite or compete with each other. Defeat your opponent by scoring more points or destroying their command center.
- Linkable up to two units
- Collect bonuses to score more points
- 5 battlefield scenarios

Survival Mode
- Prove yourself in survival mode!
- One timed game
- Survive continuous incoming attacks
- Engage super bosses around the battlefield
- Leader board– get the highest score among your friends and foes!